We show that the peptide backbone of an a-helix places a severe thermodynamic constraint on transmembrane (TM) stability. Neglect of this constraint by commonly used hydrophobicity scales underlies the notorious uncertainty of TM helix prediction by sliding-window hydropathy plots of membrane protein (MP) amino acid sequences. We ®nd that an experiment-based whole-residue hydropathy scale (WW scale), which includes the backbone constraint, identi®es TM helices of membrane proteins with an accuracy greater than 99 %. Furthermore, it correctly predicts the minimum hydrophobicity required for stable single-helix TM insertion observed in Escherichia coli. In order to improve membrane protein topology prediction further, we introduce the augmented WW (aWW) scale, which accounts for the energetics of salt-bridge formation. An important issue for genomic analysis is the ability of the hydropathy plot method to distinguish membrane from soluble proteins. We ®nd that the method falsely predicts 17 to 43 % of a set of soluble proteins to be MPs, depending upon the hydropathy scale used.
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of the amino acid sequences of membrane proteins (MPs) is widely used to identify putative transmembrane (TM) helices. It is arguably the most successful and accurate protein structure-prediction algorithm developed in the past two decades. Nevertheless, TM helix identi®cation by HÈ analysis remains naggingly uncertain. 2 It has long been recognized 3 ± 5 that the results of HÈ analysis depend strongly on which of the many free energy (hydropathy) scales is used. Because assembled MPs are equilibrium structures 6 ± 8 whose TM helices appear to be independently stable, 9 TM helix stability, and prediction, is fundamentally a problem of equilibrium thermodynamics. Solving this problem thus requires a complete accounting of the energetics of TM helix stability.
TM helix stability, de®ned as the free energy of transfer from the aqueous phase to membrane bilayer, is determined by the sum of the transfer free energies of side-chains and helix-backbone. 7, 10, 11 The importance of the backbone contribution was not clearly enunciated 12 until after the HÈ scales in common use were created. Although a recent theoretical estimate suggests that the dehydration of H-bonded peptide bonds is costly, 13 its exact cost is uncertain. In order to understand the consequences of ignoring this cost in HÈ analysis and to establish a value for it, we have analyzed the prediction accuracies of several hydrophobicity scales using a highly reliable MP topology database. 14 We ®nd that the prediction inaccuracies of commonly used scales 3, 15, 16 arise from overprediction of TM helices, due to neglect of the unfavorable cost of dehydrating the helix backbone. Because this cost is accounted for in the Wimley-White (WW) experiment-based whole-residue hydropathy scale, 7, 17, 18 derived from measurements of host-guest peptide partitioning into noctanol, the scale allows almost perfect identi®-cation of TM helices of MPs of known 3D structure. A novel analysis shows that the peptide bond dehydration free energy of the WW scale provides an excellent estimate of the helix-backbone membrane-insertion free energy. Because of the success of the WW scale, we expand it to include the ener-getics of salt-bridge partitioning, which Wimley et al. 18 determined using the same family of hostguest peptides as for the WW scale. This augmented WW scale (aWW) will allow the consequences of salt-bridge formation to be considered in determinations of membrane protein topology.
Prediction accuracies of commonly used hydrophobicity scales
In order to examine the TM helix prediction accuracies of hydrophobicity scales, we created the MPtopo database and used a simple HÈ plot algorithm with a 19 amino acid (AA) window. MPtopo is a carefully curated database comprised only of MPs whose topologies have been validated experimentally.
14 The topologies of the 3D_helix set of MPtopo were determined crystallographically, whereas the topologies of its 1D_helix set were determined by gene fusions and other methods. A proper thermodynamic free energy scale should accurately identify stable TM helical segments in these two sets as those with favorable water-to-membrane transfer free energies (ÁG < 0). Such segments should have a length that approximates the typical hydrocarbon core thickness of uid lipid bilayers, 19 about 30 A Ê . Thus the 19 AA sliding window that is generally used in HÈ plot analysis, corresponding to a helix length of 28.5 A Ê (assuming a 1.5 A Ê rise per residue), is a reasonable choice for identifying TM segments.
Known transmembrane segments in the 3D_helix set of MPtopo have an average total length of 27(AE6) AA. But determining the exact lengths of these TM segments was not an objective of our analysis. Rather, we simply searched the MP sequences for segments of 19 or more AAs with favorable water-to-bilayer transfer free energies, indicative of helical segments of suf®cient length to span the bilayer. TM helix identi®cation was considered successful if a known TM helix was identi®ed irrespective of its exact length. Single-helix prediction accuracy was therefore used to quantify prediction success. 20 Exactly the same MPtopo data set, sliding-window length, and HÈ plot algorithm were used for all hydrophobicity scales (described in the legend of Figure 1 ). This assured an unbiased comparison, so that prediction accuracy depended solely on hydrophobicity scale. The formula used for prediction accuracy 20 accounts for incorrect predictions, as described in the legend of Figure 2 . Figure 1 (a) shows that the three most commonly used scales, labeled EC, 15 KD, 16 and GES, 3 signi®-cantly overpredict TM helices in the 3D_helix and 1D_helix sets of MPtopo. Figure 1( , which is missing in these side-chain-only scales.
Estimating the thermodynamic cost of dehydrating the TM helix backbone
In the WW scale derived from the partitioning of small random-coil peptides into n-octanol, each whole-residue transfer free energy, ÁG (Figure 1(a) In principle, the proposition that ÁG coil glycyl ÁG helix glycyl can be tested by direct measurements of the partitioning of model TM helices across lipid bilayers. But peptide solubility and aggregation 10 make this strategy problematic. We therefore adopted a different approach.
The known structures of MPs have delivered an unequivocal message about the importance of peptide-bond hydrogen bonding in MPs: TM segments can exist only as a-helices, b-barrels, or, in the case of gramicidin A, 21 b-helices. We reasoned that these structures might also tell us the best value of ÁG helix glycyl , as follows. We carried out automated HÈ plot predictions of TM helices for the 3D_helix family of MPtopo, using as the hydrophobicity scale ÁG WW X ÁÁG COHN . The ÁÁG COHN term, representing the difference between ÁG coil glycyl and ÁG helix glycyl , was allowed to range from 0.4 to À0.4 kcal mol À1 in steps of 0.05 kcal mol À1 . Finally, we computed single-helix prediction accuracy Q as a function of ÁÁG CONH , assuming that an optimal value for ÁÁG CONH would emerge.
Figure 2(a) shows that the number of helices predicted as a function of ÁÁG CONH increases as ÁÁG CONH decreases, demonstrating that underestimation of ÁG helix glycyl causes overprediction of TM helices. Figure 2 (b) shows that Q passes through a maximum, consistent with the existence of an optimal value of ÁÁG CONH . Quite remarkably, the maximum Q is slightly greater than 99 % and occurs in the vicinity ÁÁG CONH 0. The most likely value of ÁG helix glycyl is therefore 1.15 kcal mol À1 , consistent with an insightful theoretical estimate. 13 To put this cost in perspective, ten leucine sidechains would be required to compensate for the À1 backbone dehydration penalty associated with a 20 AA helix.
A similar procedure can be used to estimate the missing per-residue backbone contributions in the side-chain-only EC, KD, and GES scales. We found that optimal prediction accuracies (Q 98 %) for these scales could be achieved using per-residue backbone dehydration costs of 1 kcal mol À1 for KD and GES, and 0.4 kcal mol À1 for EC. These results con®rm the importance of the backbone in TM helix stability. However, we do not recommend the use of these``tuned'' scales because the free energy values are taken from diverse thermodynamic measurements, and include various modi®-cations of selected free energies based upon guesses and hunches about the physical behavior of side-chains in membranes. The WW scale, on the other hand, uses direct thermodynamic data derived from a set of consonant measurements.
Predicting biological TM helix stability
Even though the WW scale predicts TM helices accurately, can it predict the stability of single TM helices in biological membranes? For Escherichia coli, apparently it can. Because ÁG . The minimum hydrophobicity required for TM stability should therefore occur for some particular mixture of Leu and Ala residues. Chen and Kendall 22 found for E. coli that a 21-residue polyalanine segment could not Figure 1 . Summary of TM helix predictions of several hydrophobicity scales. Membrane proteins examined were from two sequence subsets of the MPtopo database (below), 3D_helix (black bars) and 1D_helix (gray bars). The results were obtained using automated hydropathy plot analysis (below) carried out with three commonly used hydrophobicity scales (EC, KD, and GES) and the WW whole-residue scale. 7 EC, Eisenberg Consensus scale; 15 KD, Kyte-Doolittle scale; 16 GES, Goldman-Engelman-Steitz scale. Being the most reliable data set, 3D_helix was used for computing the optimal value of ÁÁG CONH . The third set, 3D_other, consists of monotopic and b-barrel MPs of known 3-D structure, but it was not used in the work presented here. The most current database can be queried at http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mptopo. HÈ Plot Algorithm: Several HÈ plot algorithms of varying complexity were developed, but we settled on the simplest one because it tended to slightly under-predict TM helices while achieving maximum accuracy for all scales. Unlike the commonly used scales, the WW scale includes values for both the charged and neutral forms of Asp, Glu, and His. For it, assuming pH 7, we used hydrophobicity values for the charged forms of Asp and Glu and the neutral form of His. The sliding window of the HÈ plots was rectangular, with a width of 19 AA. (The detection algorithm performed optimally for this window length; shorter or longer windows reduced prediction accuracy for all scales.) The decision level 5 for TM helix selection for all scales was taken as ÁG 0, i.e. a favorable``peak'' in a HÈ plot had ÁG < 0. This is a strict criterion, and an essential one for an absolute thermodynamic scale, that has not been generally adopted for the commonly used scales. Major peaks in HÈ plots are usually comprised of several narrower noise-like peaks of varying amplitudes. These noise peaks must be accounted for by the peak-selection algorithm in order to identify the most likely position of the center of a putative TM helix. The criterion for detecting multiple narrow peaks was the existence of peaks within a half-window (nine AAs) of a chosen peak. The algorithm we used for TM segment identi®-cation is as follows: (1) identify all minima in the HÈ plot, (2) retain only those minima that have ÁG < 0, (3) for minima that occur within nine AAs of other minima, retain only the one of greatest magnitude, (4) mark a segment of 19 residues centered on the minima retained in step (3), (5) combine any overlapping segments from step 4 to form one continuous segment, and (6) report segments identi®ed in step (5 25 of stop-transfer activity by the introduction of hydrophobic segments of varying length and hydrophobicity into soluble interleukin 2 to form type I TM segments showed that short polyleucine segments ($10 AA) could stop translocation whereas short polyalanine segments could not. But long polyalanine segments ($20 AA) could stop translocation.
A dif®culty with the interpretation of biological measurements such as these is that stop-transfer sequences perform multiple functions, 26 including both translocation halting and lateral release from the translocon into the membrane. Another dif®-culty is that one does not know the exact conformation of the retained peptides or their association state, whether with one another or with other membrane proteins. Finally, the kinetics of halting and release may be important. 26 Much remains to be learned about the relation between absolute TM segment hydrophobicity, stop-transfer processes, and TM helix insertion into biological membranes. The WW scale provides a rational starting point for systematic studies.
The augmented Wimley-White hydrophobicity scale
A particular advantage of the WW scale for predictions is that it includes values for the neutral forms of Asp, Glu, and His, as well as the charged forms. (But this was not utilized in the above predictions because none of the commonly used scales have this capability; see the legend to Figure 1 .) In the course of developing the scale, Wimley et al. 18 determined the energetic consequences of saltbridges formed between basic and acidic residues. They found that the free energy of transfer of a salt-bridge pair improved partitioning into octanol by 4.1(AE0.2) kcal mol
À1
. These additional data and the values for the neutral and charged forms of Asp, Glu, and His should permit the effects of saltbridge formation and charge neutralization to be examined in HÈ plot analyses of speci®c MPs. Accounting for salt-bridges in automated analyses of large databases is presently impractical because many, if not all, salt-bridges in membrane proteins occur between helices rather than within single helices. 
In this equation, N known is the number of known TM helices in the database, N pred the number predicted by the automated HÈ plot analysis, and N correct the number predicted correctly. Tusna Âdy and Simon de®ned a successful prediction as an overlap of at least three AAs between a predicted TM segment and a known one. We examined the effect of varying the required overlap from one to nine AA. The number of prediction successes varied little over this range, typically 1-3. This behavior is expected for strong overlaps of predicted helices with known helices. But we used an overlap of three AA in order to be consistent with Tusna Âdy and Simon.
In Table 1 , we have gathered together all of the Wimley-White data to create the augmented Wimley-White scale (aWW). Because aWW is a true thermodynamic scale obtained by direct experimental measurements of partitioning, it provides a thermodynamic foundation for understanding MP stability, including charge neutralization effects. Importantly, the ÁG 0 level, which marks the decision level for acceptance of a peak as a TM helix, is a true thermodynamic zero.
Why is ÁG coil glycyl , determined for n-octanol, a good estimate for ÁG helix glycyl ? Octanol saturated with water has a micelle-like structure 27 that allows it to readily accommodate molecules of mixed polarity, such as amino acids. We speculate that H-bonding between water, octanol hydroxyl groups, and the peptide bond are energetically equivalent to Hbonded peptide bonds of TM helices within the bilayer interior. But if wet octanol is an H-bonding solvent, are the WW values for acidic and basic residues, and salt-bridges, appropriate for proteins within the bilayer interior? We think they are. Recent thermodynamic and structural studies 28, 29 indicate that basic or acidic residues buried intentionally within the hydrophobic core of soluble proteins, by site-directed mutagenesis, are accompanied by a few water molecules, which are suf®cient to raise the local dielectric constant to about 12 from a``dry'' value of about 4. This is likely true for membrane proteins as well. The interior of lactose permease is readily accessible to water and has several buried salt-bridges. 30 And a high-resolution structure of bacteriorhodopsin, 31 which has several buried charged side-chains, reveals water molecules within the protein interior. Finally, one must ask if wet octanol is appropriate for non-polar side-chains. It is. The atomic solvation parameter for non-polar side-chains in n-octanol 17 is À23 cal mol À1 A Ê À2 , virtually identical to the classical value 32 observed for pure non-polar phases.
Practical problems associated with TM helix identification
The prediction accuracy of all the scales, including WW, is lower for the 1D_helix set compared to the 3D_helix set. The same result was obtained for augmented TM helix prediction algorithms that incorporate statistical and other data. 14 The highest prediction accuracies achieved with these methods 14 were 97 % for 3D_helix (PHDhtm 33 ) and 95 % for 1D_helix (HMM 20 ). The corresponding values for HÈ plots using the unaugmented WW scale are 99.1 and 97.7 % (Figure 1(b) ). We suspect that the lower prediction accuracy for 1D_helix is due to an overabundance of transport proteins with buried charged groups and large extramembrane domains, which were not accounted for in our automated HÈ plot analysis. In reality, the charged groups may be neutral or have salt-bridge partners. And the extramembrane domains may have long non-polar helices that could be mistaken for TM segments.
An examination of mispredicted MPs in 3D_helix shows that in a few cases our HÈ plot algorithm fused two TM segments into one. A more clever algorithm or the incorporation of additional information, such as the inside-positive rule, 34 might solve this minor problem. The aquaporins are problematic because TM segments are formed by the end-to-end placement of short helices that are distant from one another in the amino acid sequence. 35, 36 Finally, because helix D of bacteriorhodopsin is rich in Gly and contains an Asp, it was not detected in the automated HÈ plot analysis using the unaugmented WW scale. However, using the neutral form of Asp, helix D is successfully identi®ed (Figure 3) . Very speci®c effects such as these indicate that completely automated analysis without human input is unlikely to achieve 100 % accuracy. 
Identification of membrane proteins in genomes
An important issue in genomic analysis is identi®cation of MPs in genomes, and in particular distinguishing them from soluble proteins. The problem is that simple HÈ plot analysis is likely to over-count MPs, because many soluble proteins have very non-polar subsequences. In order to explore this problem, we carried out an automated 19 AA-window HÈ analysis of 1165 soluble proteins drawn from a representative collection 37 of known 3D structure. All scales falsely identi®ed many of these proteins as MPs. Taking the decision level as ÁG 0, the unmodi®ed EC, KD, and GES scales, identi®ed, respectively, 1114, 1067, and 715 of the proteins as MPs containing up to eight TM helices. Not surprisingly, the WW scale performed somewhat better by falsely predicting 499 (43 %). A better comparison is to use the tuned versions of the other scales, which include optimized backbone contributions (see above). When this is done, false positives are dramatically reduced to 496 (43 %), 408 (35 %), and 201 (17 %) for EC, KD, and GES, respectively. The good performance of the tuned GES scale is due to extremely unfavorable free energy values for charged residues. These results raise a concern about the reliability of estimates of the MP content of genomes, currently believed 38, 39 to be about 30 %. False positives can be reduced signi®cantly with little effect on MP detection by using a longer window. For example, a 27 AA window reduces aWW-scale false positives to 220, but reduces the number of detected MPs by only two. This approach coupled with more sophisticated strategies 40, 41, 43 may allow soluble proteins to be reliably distinguished from MPs.
Epilogue
We have demonstrated the importance of the helix-backbone dehydration penalty in TM helix stability. Our estimate of the penalty appears to be accurate, but direct experimental con®rmation remains important. Also important is the clari®ca-tion of thermodynamic stability in the context of MP assembly by the translocon apparatus. Although further direct experimental measurements in both biological and model systems are in order, the WW hydrophobicity scale appears to provide a solid basis for predicting TM helix stability. Its augmentation with thermodynamic data for salt-bridges should extend its usefulness. Presently, however, the most important use of the aWW scale will be for topological analyses of identi®ed MPs, especially transport proteins with buried charged groups. The aWW scale (Table 1) allows these groups to be considered explicitly in HÈ plots (Figure 3) . A Web-based tool for exploring membrane protein topology using the aWW scale is available at http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/ mpex (unpublished results). 31 and the black bars those detected by HÈ analysis. The glycine-rich fourth (D) helix is not predicted to be stable when its Asp115 is charged, as shown by the broken curved and the broken bar. When Asp115 is in protonated (continuous curve), helix D is predicted to be stable. Note, however, that even with neutral Asp115, helix D appears to be much less stable than the other predicted and known helices. This may explain why it is particularly sensitive to proteolysis. 42 The HÈ plot was performed using MPEx, located at http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mpex.
